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Overview

• Welcome; Opening remarks
  • Ana Preston, Internet2

• Overview of the Emerging NREN Special Interest Group meetings on Thursday
  • Dale Smith, University of Oregon, Chair

• Standing Committee on International Strategy (SCIS)
  • Dave Lambert, Georgetown University, Chair

• NSF IRNC Awards
  • Alan Blatecky, NSF OCI

• Internet2 involvement in IRNC Awards
  • Eric Boyd, Internet2

• Closing remarks
  • Ana Preston, Internet2
# Current Networks Reachable

## AFRICA
- Algeria (ARN)
- Kenya (KENET)
- Malawi (MAREN)
- Morocco (MARWAN)
- South Africa (TENET)
- Tanzania (TERNET)
- Tunisia (CCK)
- Uganda (RENU)

## AMERICAS
- Argentina (INNOVA|RED)
- Brazil (RNP2/ANSP)
- Canada (CA|net 4)
- Chile (REUNA)
- Colombia (RENATA)
- Costa Rica (RedCONARE)
- Ecuador (CEDIA)
- El Salvador (RAICES)
- Guatemala (RAGIE)
- Mexico (CUDI)
- Panama (RedCyT)
- Peru (RAAP)
- Trinidad (Univ. of the West Indies)
- Uruguay (RAU2)
- Venezuela (Reacciun2)

## ASIA and PACIFIC
- Australia (AARNET)
- China (CERNET, CSTNET, NSFCNET)
- Fiji (USP-SUVA)
- Hong Kong (HARNET)
- India (ERNET)
- Indonesia (ITB)
- Japan (SINET, WIDE, JGN2)
- Korea (KOREN, KREONET2)
- Malaysia (MYREN)
- New Zealand (KAREN)
- Pakistan (PERN)
- Philippines (PREGINET)
- Singapore (SingAREN)
- Taiwan (TANet2, ASnet)
- Thailand (UniNet, ThaiSARN)
- Vietnam (VinaREN)

## CENTRAL & SOUTHWEST ASIA
- Armenia (ASNET-AM)
- Azerbaijan (AzRENA)
- Georgia (GRENA)
- Kazakhstan (KazRENA)
- Kyrgyz Republic (KRENA)
- Tajikistan (TARENA)
- Turkey (ULAKBIM)
- Turkmenistan (TuRENA)
- Uzbekistan (UzSciNet)

## EUROPE
- Albania (ASA/INIMA)
- Andorra (Univ. of Andorra)
- Austria (AConet)
- Belarus (BASNET, UNIBEL)
- Belgium (BELNET)
- Bosnia-Herzegovina (BIHARNET)
- Bulgaria (ISTF)
- Croatia (CARNET)
- Cyprus (CyNET)
- Czech Republic (CESnet)
- Denmark (Forskningsnettet)
- Estonia (EENet)
- Finland (Fenet)
- France (RENATER)
- Germany (X-WiN)
- Greece (GRNET)
- Hungary (NIF|HUNGARNET)
- Iceland (RHnet)
- Ireland (HEAnet)
- Italy (GARR)
- Latvia (LATNET)
- Lithuania (LITNET)
- Luxembourg (RESTENA)
- Macedonia (MARNet)
- Malta (UofM/RicercaNet)
- Moldova (RENAM)
- Montenegro (MREN)
- Netherlands (SURFnet)

## EUROPE cont’d
- Norway (UNINETT)
- Poland (PIONIER)
- Portugal (FCCN)
- Romania (RoEduNet)
- Russian federation (RBnet, RUNNET)
- Serbia (AMRES)
- Slovakia (SANET)
- Slovenia (ARNES)
- Spain (red|RIS)
- Sweden (SUNET)
- Switzerland (SWITCH)
- Ukraine (URAN)
- United Kingdom (JANET)

## MIDDLE EAST
- Egypt (EUN/ENSTINET)
- Israel (IUCCT)
- Jordan (JUNET)
- Palestinian Territories (Birzeit Univ./Al-Quds Open Univ.)
- Qatar (Qatar FN)
- Syria (HIAST)
- United Arab Emirates (ANKABUT)

## MULTINATIONAL NETWORKS
- APAN
- GÉANT2
- NORDUnet
- redCLARA
- UbuntuNet
Emerging NREN Interest Groups

• Meetings on Thursday, 29 April
• Chaired by Dale Smith, University of Oregon
  • http://internet2.edu/international/intl_connect/emergingnetworks_sig.html
• Africa – https://wiki.internet2.edu:443/confluence/x/6w
  • Lead: Greg Palmer, MAGPI
• Caribbean - https://wiki.internet2.edu:443/confluence/x/3gY
  • Lead: Heidi Alvarez, FIU
• Middle East - https://wiki.internet2.edu:443/confluence/x/FhFG
  • Lead: Johnathon Chapman, Georgetown University in Qatar
• South Asia – https://wiki.internet2.edu:443/confluence/x/liU
  • Lead: Jim Williams, Indiana University
Standing Committee on International Strategy (SCIS)

- Chaired by David Lambert, Georgetown University
- Charter:

  The Internet2 Standing Committee on International Strategy draws on a community of experts and stakeholders to inform Internet2's governance and management about - and help shape Internet2's plans for - international activities in support of the Internet2 community's recognition that "scholarship, networking, and cyberinfrastructure are fundamentally international in nature."
SCIS Committee Members

- Bob Bollinger, Johns Hopkins University
- Michael Foley, World Bank
- Julio Ibarra, Florida International University, AMPATH
- Ron Johnson, University of Washington, Pacific NorthWest Gigapop
- William Johnston, Esnet
- Michael Laing, United Nations
- Vasilis Maglaris, GEANT NREN Policy Committee, National Technical University of Athens
- Harvey Newman, CalTech
- Florencio Utreras, CLARA
- Jim Williams, Indiana University
- Jianping Wu, APAN Chair, CERNET
Resources

• Internet2 International webpages
  • http://www.internet2.edu/international/

• Emerging NREN SIG Information
  • https://wiki.internet2.edu:443/confluence/x/ffi

• International Activities at the SMM
  • http://internet2.edu/international/resources/events/2010/SMMintlevents.html

• Contacts
  • Ana Preston Hunsinger  apreston@internet2.edu
  • Jocelyn Gerich  jgerich@internet2.edu